It is known that the first return continuous functions are precisely the Darboux functions in Baire class 1, and that every such function can be changed via a homeomorphism into an approximately continuous function. Here we give two characterizations of the smaller class of universally first return continuous functions, one of which is the capacity of changing such a function via a homeomorphism into an approximately continuous function which is continuous almost everywhere. O'Malley [4] introduced the notion of first return path systems to study differentiation properties of real-valued functions defined on the unit interval. In [1] the present authors showed that a large class of functions, including the approximately differentiable functions, are universally first return differentiable. In that same paper the notions of first return continuity and universal first return continuity were introduced, and first return continuous functions were shown to be the familiar Darboux, Baire 1 functions. Here we give two characterizations of the proper subclass of the Darboux, Baire 1 functions consisting of the universally first return continuous functions. We shall show that / : [0, 1] -► R is universally first return continuous if and only if / is Darboux, Baire 1 and the graph of / restricted to C(f), the set of points of continuity of /, is dense in the entire graph. We let & denote this collection of all Darboux, Baire 1 functions / : [0, 1] -> R for which f\C(f) is dense in /. Recalling that the Maximoff-Preiss Theorem (see [5] , Theorem 2) states that a function is Darboux, Baire 1 if and only if there is a homeomorphism h of [0, 1 ] onto itself such that / o h is approximately continuous, it seems natural to inquire if we can obtain an even nicer function via a homeomorphism starting with a function in 3?, and perhaps characterizing the class S? in this manner. We show that this is, indeed, possible.
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Before proving our results, we need to review some terminology from [ 1 ] and [3] . By a trajectory we mean any sequence {x"}™=0 of distinct points in (0, 1), which is dense in [0, 1] . One method of specifying a trajectory is to assign an enumeration or ordering to a given countable dense subset D of (0,1).
Throughout we shall refer to such a set D as a support set. Let {xn} be a fixed trajectory. For a given interval (a, b) c [0, 1], r(a,b) will be the first element of the trajectory in (a, b). For 0 < y < 1, the rig/z//rsi return path to y, P+ , is defined recursively via yf = l and y++1 = r(y, y+).
For 0 < y < 1, the />// /z>5t reíwz-zz /zaí/z to y, R~ , is defined similarly. For 0 < y < 1, we set Ry = R+ U R~ U {y} , P0 = {0} U PJ , and Pi = R~ u {1}.
The collection «^ = {Ry : y £ [0, 1]} forms a parTz system, which we shall refer to as the first return path system determined by the trajectory {xn} . functions, we present a result, Theorem 1, concerning first return continuous functions which may be of independent interest. We first state a simple lemma, which was also stated in [1] , in which we use the symbol d(y, where each &k consists of points chosen from D U {0, 1} , and each â°k+x is a refinement of ¿?k . At the same time, we will define an ordering {x"}%L0 of D utilizing {3°k} . We shall start by setting ^0 = {0, 1} and setting X-2 = 0 and X-x -I-In general we label the points in â°k+x \&k fr°m left t° right as Xik_x, X/,, ... , x¡k+¡_2. We shall show that / is first return continuous with respect to the trajectory {xn}.
As {&k} is defined, we shall also define a strictly increasing sequence {nm}m=-X of integers, starting with zz_i = -1, and for zrz > 0, zzm will be the smallest value of zz > zzm_i such that dm £ ¿Pn • (Of course, part of our proof will be to show that such an zzm exists.) As each nm is defined, the process for constructing the succeeding <^Vs, for zz > zzm , is altered slightly. (1) and (2) vacuously.) Suppose that ¿Pk has been defined and satisfies conditions (1), (2) , and (3), and yet do $. ¿0°k . Say &>k = {pk = 0 < p\ < ■ ■ ■ < pk = 1} . Since ¿?k+x has to be a refinement of &k , put all points of &k in 3°k+x. For each 0 < i < lk -1, we will select points which properly refine {pk, pk+x} ■ Fix such an i and let If = \pk + \pk+x and rf = \pk + \pk+x ■ Using the mean value theorem, obtain pk ¡ £ (pk , If), Pki,m e ('* » *t) ' and Pf,r e (rf . Pm) such that We put all points of the form df ¡, df m, and df r, 0 < i < lk_x, in the partition â°k+x and order it in the natural increasing fashion as ¿Pk = {pfj+l = 0 < pk+x < ■•• < pf+l = 1} . We also label points in &>k+x \^k from left to right as x¡k_x,x¡k, ... , x¡k+l-2. We need to show that conditions ( l)- (3) are satisfied by ^+1, still with m = 0. Let us first consider condition (1) . Let y e (0, 1], t £ (Xk(y), Xk+X(y)] n ¿Pk+X, and t > 0. Let i be such that pf < y < pf+x. Then t has to be one of df ¡, df m , or df r. Let us first assume that t = df ¡. Now we have two cases the facts that for every 0 < i < lk_x, each of \pf -df ¡\ and \pf+x -df r\ is less than 5 • \pf -pf+x \, and each of \df ¡ -df m\ and \df m -df r\ is less than Now assume that j is a non-negative integer, that zz; has been defined, that partition &n¡ has been defined satisfying conditions (1), (2) , and (3) (with m -j), and d¡ £ ^".. We define ¿?" +x as a refinement of 3Pn¡ in exactly the same manner that we described above for obtaining ¿?k+x as a refinement of ¿Pk except that where we used the estimate "1" there, we now use the estimate " jij". That &>nj+x satisfies conditions (1), (2) , and (3) with zzz = ;' + 1 follows precisely as before. We continue refining the partitions in this manner until we encounter the smallest integer zz > zz; for which dj+\ £ ¿Pn • (That we must encounter such an integer zz follows from the same reasoning that showed the existence of n0 •) We then set tij+x equal to this value of zz. (If dj+x £ ¿Pk for some k < nj, then nJ+x = n¡ + 1.)
This completes our construction of the sequence {¿Pk} and the associated trajectory {xn} . (Clearly, the range of {x"} is precisely D U {0, 1} , so that this is indeed a trajectory.)
Now we want to show that / is first return continuous with respect to this trajectory at each point. Let y 6 (0, 1]. First, observe that the left first return path to y is oo R; = \J{(*k-l(y)^k(y)]n&k}. Proof. We first show that (1) => (2): Suppose that / is a Darboux function of Baire class 1 with the property that f\C(f) is dense in /. Let D be an arbitrary support set. Since f\C(f) is dense in /, it is an easy matter to see that f\D is dense in / as well, and we may apply Theorem 1 to complete the proof of this part.
That (2) => (3) is obvious.
We next show that (3) => (4) : We shall construct this homeomorphism by constructing a countable dense subset Q of [0,1] and defining g to be an increasing function on Q such that g(Q) is dense in [0, 1] . Extending g to all of [0,1] and letting h = g~x , we will show that h has the desired properties.
To this end, let D denote the range of the given trajectory {xn} ç (0, 1) n C(f), with respect to which / is first return continuous. For each zz we let ¿Pn denote the partition {x-2 = 0, x-X = 1, xq, xx, ... , xn} of [0, 1]. We shall enlarge each partition 3°n to a partition (Sn -{x-2 -0,x_i = 1, «o, bo, xo, ax, b\, xx, ... , an , b"xn} and define g on Sn so that for each n Starting with n = 0, consider the partition <^o = {0 -X-2 < xo < X-i = 1}. Select Io = (ao, bo) such that Xo £ Io, osc /|/n < 1 , and both ao and bo belong to C(f) \ D. Then set $x -{0 = X-2 < a^ < xo < bo < X-X = 1} and set g(0) = 0, g(l) = 1, g(x0) = 1/2, g(a0) = 1/4, and g(b0) = 3/4. We have now defined g as an increasing function on @o, and have clearly satisfied condition (a) through (f) with zz = 0. (In (d) and (f), consider âB-X -@-X -{0, 1}.)
For any zz > 0, assume that ¿f" = {x-2, X-\, ao, bo, xo, ax, bx, xx, ... , an , b" , xn} has been defined and g has been defined on €n with (a) through (f) satisfied. Select I"+x = (an+x, bn+x) ç (an+x, b"+x) c (qn, qn) so that xn+x £ In+i, osc f\I"+x < l/(zz + 2), and both an+x and bn+x belong to C(f)\D. [g(c), g(d) ] of g(Qn) ■ Thus, we are assured that in finitely many stages, we will encounter a j > n such that the mesh of the partition g(Qj) will be no more than half the mesh of g(Qn), and therefore, g(Q) is dense in [0, 1]. Consequently, g is a homeomorphism and we let h = g~x. Consider the partition Q"K . Since Qnic ç C(f) and y f C(f), there is a unique partition interval [q"K , q"K ] for which q"K < y < qnK . Consider the first xm such that xm £ (q"K , q"K ). Such an xm exists, xm £ Ry and m > nKy. Thus Im C Cy. Then xm £ Im = (am, bm) C (q"Ky, q"Ky) and y £ Im ■ In particular, Im lies entirely to one side of y. For definiteness and without loss of generality suppose that Im lies to the left of y. Recall how g has been defined for the five points QnKy <am <xm<bm< q"Ky.
First, g was defined at q"K and q"K , but for no other points in (q"K , q"K ) prior to being defined at am , xm , and bm . Letting u"K = g(qnK ) and u"K = g(QnKv) we know that u"Ky < g(am) < g(xm) < g(bm) < û"Ky.
In particular, g(xm) is the midpoint of (u"K , u"K ) and
The point u is in (g(bm), u"K ) and g(Im) ç V. So, let us get a first estimate of the density of V at u. First consider those z £ [u"K , g(am)] and the relative measure of V in [z, u] . We have
Next, since (g(am), g(bm)) ç P, it is clear that for all z e (g(am), g(bm)) we
' Thus, we turn our attention to obtaining a bound on this latter relative measure.
Note that the partition interval containing y based on the partition Qm is [bm, q"K ]. This interval will not be refined until the first xn lands in (bm, QnK) • Then n > m . We are interested in the left side of y, but there is nothing to prevent this xn from lying to the right of y . Furthermore, since xm < bm we could have Xj with xm < Xj < bm, n&y < m < j < n. That is, we could have entries to Ry which lie in (xm , bm) • However, should this occur, we must have I¡ c Im by condition (b). Thus, g(If) ç g(Im) Q V ; that is, f adds no more measure to V than we were aware of when we considered g(Im). Thus, we ignore these Ifs. Now, suppose that our x" does, indeed, lie on the right side of y. Then y is left of /" and the partition interval from the partition Qn containing y is [bm, a"] with y < a". Now we wait for the first entry, say xn-, into (bm, an) ■ Again, it might be on the right side of y. If so, we move on to the partition interval of Q"-which contains y, namely [bm , an>], with y < íz". . We continue until we encounter the first xs which lands to the left of y. Note that the partition interval from the partition (2j-i which contains y will be [bm, qs-i]> and we know that y < qs-X. Thus we have encountered a situation basically the same as the one we started with where we had y in the partitioning interval (q"K , qnK ) and Im to the left of y . Presently, we have y contained in the partitioning interval , u] we go through exactly the same process as before. We ignore those left returns to y which are less than g(bs). We use the right returns to y which come before the first left return closer than g(bs) to move up ß's partition interval closer to y on the right. Then we again estimate with the first left return, xt, to y closer to y than g(bs). Our relative measure estimate will then be 1 -l/2i+l > 1 -l/2i+1. Consequently, we will be able to show that V has left density 1 at u, and a similar argument will show that V has right density 1 at u as well, completing the proof that (3) => (4). Finally, we show that (4) => (1) 
